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Abstract: Herein, the socio-psychological narrative of sexual harassment (SH) is critically evaluated. The notion of systemic SH in university departments of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) is contradicted by the overwhelming (>90%) career satisfaction among female STEM academics. The Sexual Experiences Questionnaire (SEQ), central to the study of SH, inheres the nominalistic fallacy. SEQ usage deploys subjectivist methodologies, categorical ambiguity, the post hoc ergo propter hoc fallacy, and treats respondents as cyphers. Intercorrelation of SEQ factors reduces response statistics by 42%, while phase-space vector geometry indicates the SEQ does not measure SH. Personality analysis implies that serial abusers dominate the incidence of SH. The widespread notion that 20–25% of female college students suffer violent sexual assault rests on a misreading of published work. The 2016 Campus Climate Survey permits an upper limit estimate that 3.2% of female college students suffer rape at the hands of 4.3% of male student perpetrators, largely accompanied by drugs or alcohol. The 2018 National Academy (NAS) Report on sexual harassment in STEM exhibits negligent scholarship and carelessly generalizing statistics and may itself promote violation of the EEOC legal definition of SH. Despite instances of grievous sex-based abuse, there is no evidence that female STEM academics face systemic sexual harassment. Finally, evolutionary psychology and the social significance of personality provide a scientific understanding of SH.
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1. Introduction

Despite more than 40 years of research, sexual harassment still lacks a valid objective definition. In the absence of a causal definition from science, problems cannot be discretely formulated, questions lack a focus, and interpretations of behavior remain ambiguous [1]. This work critically evaluates the methodological reliability of modern sexual harassment (SH) studies. The intent is to open the way to a fully scientific description of sexual harassment: one capable of predicting the incidence of SH. Finding a path forward first requires a searching appraisal of existing methodology. The Sexual Experiences Questionnaire provides the grounds and context for current SH research. The approach from science thus brings the SEQ under critical review herein. The necessarily subsequent definition and clarification of sexual harassment as deduced from scientific theory will be forwarded in a future work.

Sexual harassment is a controversial and painful subject. There is no doubt that sex-based harrying and sexist verbal or physical abuse can be significant problems in professional or social environments nor that grievous personal or career outcomes may result. The legal history of sexual harassment demonstrates that case [2–5]. Therefore, the importance of distinguishing between the phenomenon and its study cannot be over-emphasized.

In this light, the present work does not concern incidents, outcomes, or harms of sexual harassment but rather is a critical examination of the mode and means of its study. Nothing herein disputes the fact of sex-based harrying nor should be seen to gainsay it.
Rather, methodology, reproducibility, and reliability of study come under scrutiny, i.e., the objective validity of current academic SH scholarship. This absolutely central distinction should be kept in view and is recalled in what follows.

In 2018, the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) released the paradigmatic report, “Sexual Harassment of Women: Climate, Culture, and Consequences in Academic Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine” (hereinafter the NAS Report) [6]. The NAS Report presents both the state of the art of SH studies and the professional consensus view of sexual harassment occurrence within academic departments of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM). The authors of the NAS Report represent a body of leading scholars. The combination of being comprehensive in subject and advanced in scholarship recommends the NAS Report as a vehicle for the needed critical evaluation of the methodological validity of sexual harassment studies. That evaluation is presented herein.

The organization of this paper is as follows: Results Section 2.1 outlines the context provided by the NAS Report. Section 2.2 critically assesses the qualitative RTI survey of academic SH that opens the NAS Report. Do the recounted instances of sexual harassment have systemic relevance? Section 2.3 describes the structure of the Cultivating Learning and Safe Environments (CLASE) program that surveyed the behavioral and experiential parameters of campus life. The Sexual Experiences Questionnaire (SEQ), which provides the sole diagnostic support for the notion of systemic sexual harassment in academic STEM, is then critically evaluated in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 introduces the neglected consequence of SEQ factor correlation and its profound impact on reliability. Also described is the unrecognized abuse of statistical inference that plagues the entire field. Finally, Section 2.6 offers a way forward through evolutionary psychology and outlines entry into a fully scientific understanding of SH. Discussion Section 3 applies the results to a diagnosis of scholarship including a re-evaluation of the rate of campus rape. The study finishes by noting the promise of a scientific understanding of SH through the social significance of personality within the context of evolutionary psychology.

Methods of data manipulation are detailed in the Supplementary Material. The year 2017 statistics of job satisfaction in academic STEM evaluated herein are available as a separate Supplementary Information Excel file.

2. Results

2.1. NAS Methodology, Data, and Literature

The two modules of the NAS Report present the state-of-the-art study of SH. The first module consists of a qualitative survey of sexual harassment experienced by female STEM academics, conducted by RTI International, and constitutes Appendix C of the NAS Report. The results were also reported separately [7].

The second module employed the Sexual Experiences Questionnaire (SEQ) to survey the sexualized experiences among the staff and students at the campuses of the University of Texas system, as part of the Cultivating Learning and Safe Environments (CLASE) program under the Administrator-Researcher Campus Climate Collaborative (ARC3). Analogous survey results from Pennsylvania State University were included among the summary statistics. The validity of these two research vehicles, one qualitative the other quantitative, are next evaluated.

2.2. The RTI Survey

RTI used scientific and professional listservs to recruit participants throughout the US. The number of online survey hits is not given, nor is the number of female STEM professionals who may have viewed the survey and elected to either participate or not. A total of 340 female STEM professionals filled out an online survey questionnaire. The judgment of having been sexually harassed was based upon their self-reported experiences. There is no fractional response metric qualifying the 340 respondents, the NAS Report does not provide the RTI survey questions, and the criteria of inclusion are not available for appraisal.
Of the 340 respondents, 65 were deemed to have suffered sufficient negative personal and career sequelae to trigger focused review. Forty professionals were interviewed for inclusion. Within the NAS Report, Appendix C recounts 82 personal stories culled from the 40 interviews [7].

2.2.1. Survey Overview

The RTI survey is not quantitatively assessed here in part because it is anecdotal. Personal and professional difficulties stemming from sexual harassment are recounted. Nevertheless, their larger significance requires the implied context of systemic bigotry. That context is the province of the CLASE survey.

Eighty-two personal stories are recounted within Appendix C of the NAS Report deriving from 10 generic sorts of faculty members. Exemplifying the data are the life experiences from twenty-one engineering faculty occupying four categories of academic standing. Two are labeled Professor of Engineering, two Associate Professor, fourteen Assistant Professor, and three non-tenure-track. These labels exhaust the specification. Anonymity is an imperative in such surveys. Nevertheless, no unique label (e.g., faculty member A-1) assigns each response to a given participant. Therefore, it is unknown whether any one description is a full or partial experience of a single individual.

2.2.2. Evidence from Workplace Job Satisfaction

Workplace sexual harassment is widely reported to correlate strongly with loss of job satisfaction [8–15]. Workplace sexual harassment at virtually any level of experience above zero is averred to produce significant and measurable reductions in health, psychological well-being, and especially in job satisfaction among women [12,16–18]. The Oxford Research Encyclopedia reports that, “Well-documented workplace effects of sexual harassment include reduced job satisfaction, organizational commitment, and productivity, and increased job stress, turnover, withdrawal, and conflict” [15]. If the sexual harassment reported within the RTI survey is systemic, low job satisfaction must be widespread. These cognates are next tested for STEM academics.

The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that in 2014 there were 237,750 STEM faculty in the USA [19]. By the end of 2017, women made up about 37.8% of all academic STEM faculty, totaling 120,650 individuals [20]. Figure 1a shows that from 1997 to 2010, both female and male STEM faculty reported themselves to be 90–95% somewhat to very satisfied with their employment [21]. More recent data extended this equivalence to 2017 (Figure 1b, Supplementary Information Excel file). A near constant, very high level of job satisfaction among female STEM academics is thus in evidence across 20 years.

It is unknown how many among these 120,650 female STEM faculty members encountered the RTI online survey. However, the 340 who responded conservatively account for about 3.2% of unsatisfied female STEM faculty in 2017, and about 0.3% of all female STEM faculty. The 65 respondents deemed by RTI staff to have suffered sufficiently serious sexual harassment to merit follow-up represent about 0.6% of dissatisfied female STEM faculty and 0.05% of all female STEM faculty.

Any level of exposure to workplace sexual harassment has been inferred to have a measurable harmful outcome [12,16,17,22]. Therefore, systemic sexual harassment should be revealed in the fraction of female STEM academics who remain satisfied with their job, which should be observably smaller than the fraction satisfied of their male colleagues. Inspection of Figure 1b indeed shows a lower incidence of satisfaction among female academics in all fields except the physical and related sciences. However, all differences are within the ±1σ standard error.

The same statistics allow an upper limit estimate of the fraction of sexually harassed female STEM academics. For the sake of this estimate, assume that male and female academics face homologous career pressures and stresses with the exception that female academics also, and uniquely, face sexual harassment. Assume further a female–male equivalence of psychological and health responses to the standard career stresses, other
than sexual harassment. With these two reasonable assumptions, excess female job dissatisfaction should reflect the unique impact of workplace sexual harassment upon female STEM academics. Thus, a (female minus male) fractional difference in job satisfaction should be negative.

**Figure 1.** Percentages of female and male faculty reporting themselves somewhat satisfied or very satisfied with their jobs. Panel (a) is 1997 and 2010 data for selected academic fields, extracted from Figure 19 of [21]. Panel (b) is 2017 data for post-secondary STEM and includes combined social science and psychology faculty (National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics (NCSES). The uncertainty whiskers in panel (b) are ±1σ standard error. See the Acknowledgements and the Supplemental Information for panel (b)’s source and data.

Figure 2 shows the results of this analysis. Figure 2a displays the full inventory of the 2017 “very satisfied”, “somewhat satisfied”, “somewhat dissatisfied”, and “very dissatisfied” NCES job satisfaction categories among academic STEM faculty. Figure 2b focuses on levels of dissatisfaction, while Figure 2c details (female minus male) difference fractions in STEM job dissatisfaction.

From Figure 2a, the fractions of very satisfied male faculty were somewhat larger than female reports in every STEM discipline, except in the physical sciences and engineering. In these latter two, the percentages of very satisfied female and male faculty are within one standard deviation (50.2 ± 2.3 vs. 53.0 ± 1.6 and 48.3 ± 3.5 vs. 51.4 ± 1.8, respectively). The several inequivalent female and male “very satisfied” cohorts are nearly equalized by offsetting differences between the “somewhat satisfied”. When the two categories are combined (Figure 1), the 2017 fractions of female or male STEM faculty who are overall satisfied with their careers are the same within a standard deviation everywhere.

Figure 2b focuses on the relatively small fractions of STEM faculty who are somewhat dissatisfied or very dissatisfied with their careers. The combination of somewhat and very dissatisfied shows that females are less dissatisfied within the physical sciences (6.7%) and mathematics and computer sciences (7.1%) than in other STEM divisions. Overall dissatisfaction among female STEM faculty is greatest in the life sciences (9.3%) and the social sciences (9.9%).
Figure 2. Panel (a) is the 2017 data for post-secondary STEM and combined social science and psychology faculty (National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics (NCSES). See the Acknowledgements and the Supplemental Information for source and data. Panel (b) is the expansion of the somewhat and very dissatisfied percentages in Panel (a). Panel (c) is the (female minus male) difference percentages for somewhat or very dissatisfied STEM faculty. The whiskers are $\pm 1\sigma$ standard error (SE) of the count, except in the Figure 2c differences, where they are the root-sum-square SE values of the differences.

Figure 2c displays the (female minus male) difference percentages in job dissatisfaction, including uncertainty whiskers. These differences can be used to estimate an upper limit frequency of sexual harassment endured by female STEM faculty.

From Figure 2c, an approximately 2% excess of female STEM faculty, relative to male faculty, are somewhat dissatisfied with their careers. An exception is within the physical sciences, where the somewhat dissatisfied difference among female faculty is not statistically different from zero. Among the very dissatisfied physical scientists, only the differential percentage of male faculty is statistically non-zero ($-1.4 \pm 0.7\%$), with the negative excess indicating that more male faculty members than female are very dissatisfied.
Were the extremes of harassment narrated in the RTI survey a systemic occurrence in STEM fields, one should observe a significant excess of female faculty among the very dissatisfied. However, the small excesses of very dissatisfied female faculty in computer science and mathematics (0.3 ± 0.5%) and in the life sciences (0.2 ± 0.6%) do not rise to significance and are not consistent with a normative or widely experienced culture of harassment.

Likewise, the small excesses of somewhat dissatisfied female academics in the life sciences (1.9 ± 1.2%), the social sciences (1.8 ± 1%), and in engineering (2.1 ± 2.1%) do not speak to large fractions of female STEM academics subject to life-impacting levels of sexual harassment. The sum total of female STEM academics who may have been harassed with sufficient frequency or severity to negatively impact their career satisfaction averages to about 1.9 ± 1.5%, except in the physical sciences and computer science and mathematics, where the fractions are approximately zero.

2.2.3. Trends

With respect to prospects, a 2004–2005 National Science Foundation (NSF) survey of STEM departmental job interviews and hiring statistics (Table 1) indicated that female applicants were invited to interviews and subsequently hired in excess of their proportion in the candidate pool [23]. The NSF authors noted (page 5) that, “The findings on academic hiring suggest that many women fared well in the hiring process at Research I institutions, which contradicts some commonly held perceptions of research-intensive universities. If women applied for positions at Research I institutions, they had a better chance of being interviewed and receiving offers than male job candidates had.”

Table 1. Percentage of Ph.D.’s transitioning toward faculty STEM positions who were female.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Female Ph.D.’s 1999–2003</th>
<th>Applicants Who Were Female</th>
<th>Invited Applicants Who Were Female</th>
<th>First Offers that Went to Females</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Eng.</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Eng.</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math.</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


2.3. The CLASE Survey

Focus turns now to the methodology of SH studies. In 2015, the University of Texas (UT) system conducted the Cultivating Learning and Safe Environments (CLASE) survey within the Administrator-Researcher Campus Climate Collaborative (ARC3) program. The comprehensive CLASE study section of the 2018 NAS Report on sexual harassment in academic departments of science, technology, engineering, and medicine (hereinafter NAS Report) provides an in-depth exposition of the field [6].

The ARC3 method and results are described in Appendix D of the NAS Report. According to the CLASE Research Methods Report, the study included 28,270 students, of whom 26,417 were at university and 1853 attended health institutions. The survey involved 13 of the 14 UT campuses. The UT CLASE/ARC3 sexual harassment survey data were collected using the Sexual Experiences Questionnaire (SEQ) developed by Louise Fitzgerald and her collaborators and colleagues [22,24–26]. The SEQ is widely accepted as the state-of-the-art instrument to assess the incidence of sexual harassment [14,15,27–29]. The SEQ results were centrally diagnostic to the conclusions of the NAS Report. Thus, a critical evaluation of sexual harassment studies should test the accuracy and utility of the
SEQ. This test, in turn, is herein accomplished through an analytical appraisal of the data and conclusions of the 2018 NAS Report.

2.4. The Sexual Experiences Questionnaire (SEQ)

In what follows, the psychological definition of sexual harassment is taken as standard, namely, “offensive, unwanted behavior that is either sexual in nature, or targets the victim because of her gender” [30].

2.4.1. The SEQ Criterion Conundrum

The 1988 and 1995 versions of the SEQ included a criterion question (1988) or statement (1995) in which a respondent indicated the positive perception of having been sexually harassed. An affirmative criterion statement was originally considered to validate the fact of sexual harassment [22,25]. Significantly, those answering the criterion question positively have always been a small fraction of the respondents reporting SEQ experiences. For example, Schneider and associates reported a study of 886 women recruited from a private organization and a large university [12], however, see Appendix A.1. Of these, 747 (84%) were motivated to participate, 489 (65% of respondents) reported one or more SEQ experiences, 311 (42% of participants) completed the criterion section, and 82 (17% of those reporting SEQ experiences) indicated having been sexually harassed.

The disparity between counts of SEQ experiences and self-judgments of harassment has been a matter of some concern to researchers [12,16,22,31–33]. As described below, the discretion of the researcher has latterly come to find sexual harassment in any level of SEQ experiences.

2.4.2. SEQ Experiences, Stress, and Personality

A cautionary discursion is presented here to set the context for Section 2.4.3 below. In all cohort-response sexual harassment studies, the participants are implicitly treated as identical “shmoo” units [34]. Respondents are analytically undifferentiated, and their individual responses are combined with equal weights. This approach inheres the atomistic fallacy, in which all units are assumed to be indistinguishable [35]. This imposed group homogeneity ignores the variability of individuals and of individual response [36]. Individual women have individual personalities and will respond differently to similar sexualized experiences [37,38]. Given the homologous experience, those women with a more or less resilient personality will respond with less or more stress, respectively [39–41]. Nevertheless, no attention is paid in SEQ studies to the possible impact of personality on the distribution or intensity of responses. If personality is not explicitly included in SH studies, personality-based stress responses will be conflated with harassment intensity. Paraphrasing Robertson and Feick, 2018, one might call this the Psychological Fallacy in that the contextual effects of personality were not incorporated into the individual-level analysis. Entering psychological states can influence the intensity and possibly the direction of response to a later challenge [42–44]. In group-level SH studies, causality becomes ambiguous when SEQ experiences are not conditioned by the personality and psychological state of cohort members. It appears to have escaped notice that the inherent equivocality of a judgment is hidden when contemporaneous causality is attached to psychological states that themselves may well be rooted in the past.

2.4.3. The SEQ and Subjective Methodological Choices

Schneider et al., 1997 [12], and Magley et al., 1999 [16], reported separate analyses of two identical participant cohorts and SEQ scores of working women. Their study goal was to test whether negative outcomes from SEQ experiences were independent of a positive answer to the criterion question “Have you been sexually harassed?”, that is, whether a sexual harassment outcome is independent of the perception of having been sexually harassed. Identical respondent cohorts allow a comparative study in which outcome differences reflect methodology.
One study group consisted of women working in a corporate environment (N = 447, 449, resp.), and the other included university faculty and staff (N = 300). Magley and associates added a third cohort of women working in agribusiness (N = 419), which is not further considered here (but see Appendix A.1). In both studies, the cohorts were divided into groups of low, moderate, or high frequencies of SEQ experiences. Discriminant functional analysis was then used to regress the SEQ responses against job satisfaction and psychological harm profiles.

However, the choice of distribution into low, moderate, and high cohort SEQ response frequencies varied between the two studies. Schneider et al. divided responses uniformly about the mean into statistically reasonable 16% (low), 68% (moderate), and 16% (high) segments of the population, respectively (Figure 3a). In Magley et al., 1999 [16], the low, moderate, and high-frequency cohorts were asymmetric about the mean, consisting of 50%, 34%, and 16% of the population, respectively (Figure 3b). Thus, low, moderate, and high SEQ response frequencies are incommensurate in two studies that assessed identical groups and SEQ data sets.

Figure 3. Panel (a) shows a Gaussian divided into Schneider et al., 1997, SEQ experience-rate groups for discriminant analysis [12]. In panel (b), the Gaussian is divided into Magley et al., 1999, or Munson et al., 2001, SEQ experience-rate groups for discriminant analysis [16,17]. Frequencies were normalized by the reported total number of SEQ questions.

In the Schneider et al., 1997 [12], study, a lessening of job satisfaction or of psychological health did not cleanly correlate with the statistically symmetric populations of low, moderate, and high SEQ frequency. However, the asymmetric SEQ frequency distribution of Magley et al., 1999 [16], correlated with the outcomes, that is, correlations emerged with a post-hoc revision of method. Figure 4 shows that the alternative frequency choices in the two identical
study groups produced substantively different fractions of women represented to have been harassed at low, moderate, or high frequencies. Among the seven equivalent discriminant function correlations in job satisfaction and psychological stress, only those for co-worker or supervisor satisfaction pairwise agreed across these two studies.

![Figure 4](image_url)

**Figure 4.** Group fractions from two studies of female agribusiness employees (Sample 1) or academic faculty and staff (Sample 2) partitioned into low, moderate, and high frequencies of SEQ experiences or, at the far right, those who labeled their SEQ experiences as sexual harassment. Sample 1 or Sample 2, respectively: Schneider et al., 1997 [12], dark blue or dark red; Magley et al., 1999 [16], light blue or pink. In each case, the respective samples were composed of identical study groups and identical SEQ responses, which were segregated using equivalent numerical methods. The only analytical difference was the manner in which the researchers chose to divide the cohorts into low, moderate, and high harassment groups.

Thus, despite the fact of identical participant populations, identical SEQ data sets, comparable discriminant cohorts, and equivalent discriminant functional analyses, the two studies produced markedly disparate outcomes. Such significantly discrepant results following from identical data and numerical methodologies imply subjective procedural choices and thus equivocal outcomes (see Section 3 for further discussion).

Subsequently, Munson and associates employed the asymmetric groupings of Magley et al., 1999 [16], to likewise address whether SEQ experiences accrued equivalently negative consequences independent of self-labeling. Their study included female (N = 22,305) and male (N = 5905) military personnel who completed the 1995 Department of Defense Sexual Harassment Survey, which employed the Department of Defense version of the SEQ (SEQ-DoD) [17,45,46]. One comparative outcome of immediate interest was that military females averaged about half the number of SEQ experiences, 5.2 ± 5.2 per 12 months, than females employed in a public utility or in an agribusiness (22.9 ± 5.7 or 23.8 ± 6.4, respectively, per 24 months) [16,17]. Their rate also inverts the relative military–civilian rates reported by Ilies and associates (cf. Section S6.1.2 in the Supplementary Materials) [31]. The equivalent rates for female academics were not reported.

Figure 5 reveals that the impact of SEQ experiences among military females was modest relative to the condition of no SEQ experiences. For example, the change of mean scores in psychological well-being or health satisfaction over the full range of no SEQ experiences through to high SEQ scores is (17 ± 14%) or (10 ± 10%), respectively. In each outcome
series, the variability of individual responses (95% whiskers) is much larger than the mean trend across the no SEQ to high SEQ range. Even at the high end of the range, significant fractions of respondents were either lightly or not measurably affected by SEQ experiences. The implication of these significant outcome spreads within each group is that differences of personality produce differing outcomes in the face of equivalent challenges. Homologous statistics are not available in Schneider et al., 1997 [12], or Magley et al., 1999 [16], disallowing a direct comparison. Similar considerations apply to the SEQ experience impacts of the male military personnel, shown in Figure S1 of the Supplementary Material.

Figure 5. Psychological and work outcome variables among 22,305 military women in response to varying degrees of SEQ experiences, taken from Table 2 in Munson et al. [17] Variables are: 1, coworker satisfaction; 2, supervisor satisfaction; 3, psychological well-being; 4, emotional effects; 5, health satisfaction; 6, work group cohesiveness; 7, organizational commitment; 8, climate intolerant of sexual harassment; 9, attitudes toward sexual harassment; 10, amount of training; and 11, training effectiveness. The whiskers are ±2σ, equivalent to 95% of the response variability among individuals.
Figure 6 compares the combined discriminant group centroids of Magley et al., 1999 [16], (N = 878) with the first function centroids of Munson et al., 2001 [17] (N = 22,305), along with their estimated response group variability (cf. Section S2 in the Supplementary Material, Assessment of Discriminant Group Centroids, for calculation of group variability). The large study populations minimize possible sample size artifacts. The complete comparative analysis is provided in Section S2 of the Supplementary Material.

The discriminant analyses of SEQ sequelae have been interpreted to mean that any psychological stress among the groups (Figure 6). The “Combined Sample” low, moderate, and high groups form a continuous set of response outcomes all the way through to no SEQ experiences. Likewise, the moderate and high outcome groups of Munson and associates are confluent in the “Women First Function”. Group confluence is also present in individual discriminant outcomes (cf. Figures S2 and S3 of the Supplementary Material).

Congruence of the Magley–Munson studies was further examined by normalizing the variable outcomes (see Table S1 of the Supplementary Material). For this comparison, the response variable means were divided by the SEQ experience mean (Section S3 in the Supplementary Material). Normalization permits comparing the impact per SEQ experience on members of independent study groups. In the Magley and Munson studies, the impacts per SEQ experience are so dissimilar that it is difficult to surmise that they reflect instrumental equivalence, i.e., that homologous experiences were measured in each SEQ study (Figure S4 in the Supplementary Material). The 50-34-16 model appears to fail Freedman’s test of causal validity, namely “Does [the model] predict the results of interventions?” [47]. From Figure S4, the answer is “evidently not”.

However, the group centroids of Magley et al. and Munson et al. showed a 0.95 regression correlation (Figure S5 in the Supplementary Material), which may be an artifact of the identically asymmetrical groups. This correlation is nevertheless mooted by the wide variability in outcome over and above the problem of centroid meaning itself. The mean group outcomes of all three SEQ-experience impact studies are presented in Figure S6 of

---

**Figure 6.** Discriminant group centroids of low, moderate, and high SEQ experience respondents, differentiated according to their sexual harassment self-label. Left panel is the “Combined Sample” (N = 689) of Magley et al., 1999 [16]. Right panel is the “Women First Function” (N = 19,615) of Munson et al., 2001 [17]. The whiskers represent the 95% (±2σ) variability of response.
the Supplementary Material, showing that group outcomes are both model-dependent
given identical cohorts and cohort-dependent given identical models.

The discriminant analyses of SEQ sequelae have been interpreted to mean that any SEQ
experience at all resulted in psychological stress, no matter whether a woman construed
her experience as sexual harassment or not [12,16]. Psychological stress was taken as
the evidentiary sequel of sexual harassment. The more SEQ experiences, the greater the
resulting stress. One might analogize this construct as the linear no-threshold model of
sexual harassment, in that there is no lower limit where exposure is non-toxic [48–50]. In
these studies, investigators have imputed standing to disregard the respondents’ criterion
judgments and to label any SEQ experience as ipso facto sexual harassment [12,16,32,33]. The
authors of the 2018 NAS Report followed this lead (cf. pp. 31–34 and especially p. 59). The
criterion answer becomes irrelevant, despite its prior position of critical attestation [22,25].
To ignore the criterion label is to separate the respondents from the meaning of their own
experiences and to leave the meaning to the discretion of the researcher.

Summarizing Section 2.4.3, discriminant analytical results are so variable as to not
associate with causality. Figure 6 and Supplementary Material Figures S2–S6 indicate that
the impact of SEQ experiences is poorly resolved. Definitive conclusions regarding an
effect of labeling are obscured in very wide outcome variabilities and in unreliable group
meaning. The effect of an SEQ experience or of its labeling remains unpredictable for any
woman or group of women. Tests for possible spurious correlations were not included
in study designs. The alternative models used to assess identical participant groups
and identical SEQ data sets, or the identical methodologies applied to large independent
survey populations, produced so significantly discrepant results as to imply subjective
methodological choices that must yield non-definitive outcomes. As a result, study validity
and conclusions are more ambiguous than merely equivocal. Published interpretations of
SEQ surveys posit that SEQ behaviors ipso facto definitively constitute sexual harassment.
With the analysis above, the validity and reliability of the SEQ are now in mortal question
and are taken up in Section 2.4.4, ff.

2.4.4. The SEQ as a Measure of Sexual Harassment

Gutek and associates have severely criticized the psychometric standing of the SEQ [1,51].
The criticisms are comprehensive and detailed, calling the entire meaning and use of the
SEQ into question. Modern studies of SH, including the three studies examined above
as well as the NAS Report and the CLASE study, rely on the SEQ for their entire freight
of meaning. Despite this, very few modern studies of SH indicate any awareness of the
challenge of Gutek and her associates. Most neither cite the paper nor address its criticisms.

As of April 2022, the Web of Knowledge listed 49 citations of Gutek et al., 2004 [1], and
two of Gutek, 2007 [51], while Google Scholar listed 104 and 2, respectively. Examination
revealed none of them to dispute the critical analysis of the SEQ expressed in Gutek et al.,
2004 [1], while three tended to agree with the criticisms [52–54]. However, Magley and
Shupe incongruously cited Gutek et al., 2004 [1], to support the SEQ-DoD, which Gutek
and associates had explicitly criticized [32]. Prof. Vicki Magley is an SEQ researcher and a
member of the NAS Committee on The Impacts of Sexual Harassment in Academia.

Further, in their laudatory review of the SEQ, Cortina and Berdahl did not reveal the
challenge of Gutek et al., 2004 [1], even though they cited it and evidently knew of it [27].
The apparently uniform negligence levied toward Gutek et al., 2004 [1], by those employing
or discussing the SEQ is a serious professional failure.

2.4.5. On Psychometry

Psychometric soundness refers to the presence of both reliability and validity in a
survey instrument. Reliability is reported as consistent results across test–retest repetitions.
Validity is factual measurement of the target phenomenon [1]. In a scientific context, relia-
bility equates to precision and validity to accuracy. Only accuracy permits a scientifically
defensible conclusion.
Users generally represent the SEQ as psychometrically sound, almost invariably citing Arvey and Cavenaugh, 1995 [16,17,33,55,56]. However, Gutek and associates noted that Arvey and Cavanaugh did not independently evaluate the psychometric soundness of the SEQ but simply summarized work in [22] and judged the SEQ as “particularly sound” [57]. In 2018, Fitzgerald and Cortina identified a 2002 version of the SEQ to be the most recent instrument. However, their judgment of the psychometric soundness of that version turned only on prior work [14,25,33,58]. The test–retest precision of the SEQ has never advanced beyond the small (N = 46) 1988 experiment with undergraduate females [22]. The validity (accuracy) of the SEQ is evaluated in Section 2.4.7.

2.4.6. Major Criticisms by Gutek and Associates

Central elements included that SEQ domains are inconsistent, unstandardized, and continuously evolving. Although it has been claimed that the SEQ consists of unitary constructs that, “can be assessed through different specific items over time” [52], Gutek and associates noted that different versions of the SEQ had never been tested for cross-version consistency of response. A Web-of-Knowledge search did not turn up any such studies since the SEQ was introduced in 1988 [22]. Thus, the non-standardization criticism remains valid and implies that response data sets of various versions of the SEQ may not support comparative analysis [1]. This inference is supported by the analyses in Sections 2.4.1–2.4.3 above.

Further criticisms included that the causal direction of SEQ responses is ambiguous and may be inferentially tendentious. That is, SEQ respondents may conclude that their experiences imply workplace tolerance of harassment. However, SEQ researchers typically decide the reverse, namely that workplace tolerance of harassment induces the SEQ experiences. For the SEQ respondents, episodes may imply the environment. For the SEQ researchers, in contrast, environment implies the episodes. SEQ scores do not uniquely reveal or determine the factual direction of causality.

Critical lapses of the SEQ described in [1] include:

• only modest reliability and validity.
• over-reporting the prevalence of sexual harassment.
• over-estimating the gap between the experiences of harassment and the labeling of harassment.
• under-estimating the rate of sexual harassment reporting.
• distorting the type and distribution of responses to harassment.
• overly broad definitions of sexual harassment, which distort findings.
• inadequate test-retest metrics.

Gutek and associates concluded that, “the SEQ is a flawed instrument and that its positive features have been greatly exaggerated. It does not seem to measure anyone’s definition of sexual harassment, including that of its own developers. . . . Perhaps a better description of the SEQ is that it assesses non-work-related behavior that would probably be considered inappropriate if it is unwelcome. We believe it is a mistake to consider the SEQ (in its various incarnations) a measure of sexual harassment” [1].

These mortally serious criticisms of the SEQ are central to research but have never been constructively addressed by any subsequent researcher and are ubiquitously ignored by the authors of the paradigmatic NAS Report and of the CLASE study.

2.4.7. The SEQ Factors Are Correlated

The internal factor sections of the SEQ were initially represented as expressing the five separate dimensions of harassment originally extracted by Till [22,59]. Later work reduced the SEQ sexual experiences measure to three factors, namely gender harassment, unwanted sexual attention, and sexual coercion [25,26]. Independent factors imply orthogonal constructs. However, correlation among the SEQ factors is reported to be 0.74 or 0.70 [16,25]. This high intercorrelation of factors has led Fitzgerald and her collaborators to a major revision of the meaning of the SEQ. High cross-factor correlation now, “allows one to view the instrument as measuring a single dominant dimension of sexual harassment, . . . ” [58].
The factors are stated to be first-order representations of different behaviors, while sexual harassment itself is manifest as a single second-order general factor. The admixture of first-order factors subsumed within a single second-order factor is represented as a "hierarchical model [that] provides [a] better fit to SEQ-DoD data than a single-factor model." The better fit was not evaluated for the impact of any increased degrees of freedom within the new model [47,60]. Nevertheless, all the factors are now said to measure a single dimension; despite that, the SEQ was initially given to measure five separate dimensions but later only three [22,25]. The new second-order dimension is not axially monosemous but instead extends through a hierarchy of meanings. The single dimension, in other words, is multidimensional. This seems to be a case of having one's unidimensional cake and eating it n-spatially too.

The NAS Report faithfully followed the SEQ categories in defining sexual harassment as gender harassment, unwanted sexual attention, and sexual coercion (pp. 25–28, 48). In light of the highly correlated factors and following from the critical content of Sections 2.4.1–2.4.7 above, the findings within the CLASE survey and the NAS Report are revealed as ambiguous. Sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 below present the fatal consequences to the SEQ, as well as to the NAS Report, that follow from factor correlation.

2.5. Correlation and the Meaning of SEQ Factors

The analysis of the SEQ now turns to the consequences of inter-factor correlation. The NAS Report inaccurately cited Ilies and associates to aver that 58% of academic females are sexually harassed (cf. Section S6.1.2 in the Supplementary Material) [31]. That incidence rate will be of focus here.

2.5.1. Statistical Independence

Correlation reduces the number of statistically independent points [61,62]. An upper limit for an effective sample size, \(N_e\), is given by

\[N_e = N_0 \times \left[1/(1 + r)\right]\]

where "\(N_0\)" is the number of correlated points in the data set, and "\(r\)" is their correlation coefficient. When there are more than two dimensions of correlated data, the denominator of Equation (1) can be \((1 + 2r)\), but as the dimensionality of SH evidently remains entirely unknown (see Section 2.5.2 below), that possibility is set aside here [62].

Turning to the incidence of SEQ experiences in the academy, the average factor correlation \(r = 0.72\) requires a correction to find the fraction representing statistically independent incidents of SEQ-like behavior. SEQ factor correlation is neither discussed nor considered in the paradigmatic NAS Report.

Applying Equation (1) to the 23 facets \((r = 0.72)\) in the most recent SEQ version [58], the number of statistically independent SEQ experiences is \(N_e = 23 \times \left[1/(1 + 0.72)\right] = 13\). The final 13 factors must be mutually orthogonal or nearly so. However, the manner in which the 23 facets are to be modified and integrated is obscure. Whether the final orthogonal set of SEQ-type experiences would indeed measure SH is equally obscure.

Turning to the fraction of academic STEM females reporting SEQ experiences, approximately \(1 - (1/1.72) = 0.42\) fraction of the SEQ facets will disappear following a successful orthogonalization. The remaining 0.58 fraction will be modified in some unknown way. Reduction of the number of facets and the anticipated change in their substantive content is likely to alter the fraction of respondents reporting SEQ-type experiences. Although that fraction of STEM females encountering the fewer independent experiences is presently impossible to know, an estimate can be made by applying Equation (1) to the 58% of academic STEM females \((N = 12,005)\) reported to have had SEQ-type experiences [31]. In this case, the fraction of females encountering independent and orthogonal SEQ experiences is estimated as \(N_e = 0.58 \times \left[1/(1 + 0.72)\right] = 0.34\).

That is, statistically independent SEQ-type experiences are estimated to accrue to 34% of female STEM academics, rather than 58%. SEQ experience fractions are consistently reported
without correction for the high factor correlation. Going through the NAS Report, for example, Figure D-1 (cf. Appendix D, p. 278 of the NAS Report) reports the “Faculty/staff sexual harassment incidence for female students by student major (UT Data).” Therein, the student percentages reporting SEQ experiences are 22% of non-STEM, 20% of science, 27% of engineering, and 47% of medicine. Figure 7 shows these percentages corrected by the $1/(1 + r)$ correlation factor (0.58), which become 13%, 12%, 16%, and 27%, respectively. All the SEQ experience fractions, in the NAS Report and elsewhere, should be likewise corrected.

This corrected SEQ fraction can be analyzed further. As displayed in Figure 1, about 92% of female STEM faculty were somewhat to very satisfied with their careers in 2010–2017, leaving 8% somewhat to very unsatisfied. In comparison, in the SEQ survey of Ilies and associates, 16% of female academics reported themselves to have been sexually harassed [31]. Adjusting the 16% harassed of Ilies by the 8% dissatisfied of the NAS Report, 8% (half) of the Ilies 16% did not find their harassment to be serious enough to negate their sense of career satisfaction (cf. Figure 2 and especially Figure 2c).

2.5.2. Correlation Geometry and the Absence of Meaning

Correlational analysis can be taken further. The correlation coefficient is the cosine of the phase-space angle between data vectors [63]. The 0.72 average SEQ factor correlation yields the phase-space angle $\cos^{-1}(0.72) = 44^\circ$ between the correlated SEQ data vectors. This 44° phase angle means that all the measured SEQ factors have significant projections onto all the orthogonal axes defining the data phase-space. Figure 8 provides a two-dimensional illustration of this condition.

![Figure 7. SEQ experiences of academic STEM females. Bars are: (blue), from Appendix D of the NAS Report, their Figure D-1; (red), the same Figure D-1 of the NAS Report after correction for 0.72 factor correlation; and; (green), average fraction of women reporting sexual harassment across all academic departments (not STEM alone), given by positive criterion answers from two different academic SEQ studies [22,31]. The whiskers on the green bars are ±0.047. The NAS authors count the blue SEQ experiences as sexual harassment, no matter whether the respondents did so or not. The red bars indicate statistically independent SEQ experience fractions, not the incidence of SH.](image-url)
The orthogonal phase-space axes are not known to be the SEQ experience categories but remain unidentified. The number of orthogonal axes—the correct dimensionality of the experiential phase-space—and the objective identities of the axes remain entirely undefined. Identification awaits a monosemous predictively competent, and thus falsifiable, psychological theory of SH. The fallback notion that the SEQ is hierarchically one-dimensional (Section 2.4.7) is thus analytically falsified [58]. The 44° separation between data vectors in the SEQ phase space minimally defines a plane that demands at least two dimensions of meaning.

More simply, the experiences measured using the SEQ have no distinct meaning. This result gives quantitative weight to the conclusion of Gutek and associates, “that the SEQ is a flawed instrument and . . . does not seem to measure anyone’s definition of sexual harassment, including that of its own developers” [1]. This notion also provides an explanation for the discrepant results described under Section 2.4.3, ff. In the composition of its own narrative, the NAS Report also misrepresented published literature. To retain focus here, examples are provided in the Supplementary Material, Section S6.

2.6. Evolutionary Psychology, Personality, and the Incidence of Serial Offenders

Neglect of the individual in SEQ studies can be rectified, at least in part, by attending to the HEXACO psychological inventory. HEXACO personality traits find genetic correlates in twin and sibling studies [64–67]. The six HEXACO personality factors are nearly orthogonal; thus, each is of nearly unique meaning [68–70]. Study participant personality profiles can be determined and potentially used to organize survey response distributions. However, this explanatory dimension has never been added to SEQ or to SH studies.

2.6.1. ENTER HEXACO EMOTIONALITY

Here, the utility of incorporating personality is illustrated. The HEXACO factor Emotionality includes the facets of fearfulness, anxiety, dependence, and sentimentality and is further associated with harm avoidance, help seeking, and kin altruism [71]. Mean...
female and male Emotionality scores differ by nearly one standard deviation (3.43 ± 0.64 and 2.96 ± 0.61, respectively) [70]. In general, those who score high in Emotionality tend to respond to threat with fear, to fixate on relatively small problems, to share concerns with sympathetic listeners, and are empathetic to the problems of others [72].

Figure 9 shows estimated population average Gaussians for Emotionality among adult women and men [70]. In a statistically valid sample, 16% of adult women fall beyond one standard deviation above their Emotionality population mean. That 16% of high E women are predicted to react strongly and negatively to an unwanted SEQ experience. The empirical facts of personality trait distribution and intensity of response are sufficient to vitiate the assumption of identical respondents inherent in the SEQ methodology.

Figure 9. Gaussians displaying the idealized population average distribution of HEXACO Emotionality for college-age female (red) or male (blue) students (Lee and Ashton, 2006) The dashed lines mark the means (F: 3.43; M: 2.96). One standard deviation above the female mean (>4.07) defines 16% of high-E individuals. In the $\geq 2\sigma$ high-E tail of the distribution of females, males are comparatively outnumbered by $\geq 60:1$. Likewise, in the $\leq 2\sigma$ low-E tail of the distribution of males, females are comparatively outnumbered by $\geq 30:1$.

The 16% high-E fraction compares well with the criterion results of Schneider and associates, who reported that 19% (56 of 300) of working women (Sample 1, $N_{\text{total}} = 447$, but see Appendix A.1) or 15% (26 of 173) of university women (Sample 2, $N_{\text{total}} = 300$) indicated both SEQ experiences and labeled them as sexual harassment [12]. Likewise, in the independent study of Ilies and associates, 16% of academic females indicating SEQ experiences labeled them as sexual harassment [31].

Of further interest in the evolutionary context is that Magley and associates reported that among their three study cohorts, 21 participants labeled themselves as having been sexually harassed without having had any SEQ experiences at all [16]. These women were suggested to have reacted to prevalence rather than personal experience (see footnote 2 in [16]). However, twenty-one participants represent about 1.8% of the study group ($N = 1161$, but see Appendix A.1). This fraction is the population beyond 1.7 standard
deviations above the Emotionality mean. These 21 women are therefore here suggested instead to occupy the empathic extreme of the HEXACO E scale, likely to identify with the experiences of others. This hypothesis is testable by combining a HEXACO evaluation with an SEQ survey.

In the Munson cohorts of military personnel, 210 females and 12 males labeled themselves as having been sexually harassed without having had any SEQ experiences at all. These participants were suggested to be reporting experiences in their lifetimes, rather than over the study interval of 12 months. Crediting this explanation, one is led to wonder whether this same lifetime report contaminated the SEQ responses of the larger population. However, this possibility was apparently not considered.

In any case, these two small Munson cohorts of no-SEQ-experience SH labelers represent 0.9% of the females and 0.2% of the males, equivalent to 1.9 or 2.2 standard deviations above their respective Emotionality means. As with the cohort of Magley and associates, they may be a small high-E group whose elevated empathy caused them to identify with the experiences of others. This hypothesis is again testable.

At the other extreme, Magley and associates reported that their discriminant analysis excluded 192 participants (but see Appendix A.2) whose responses did not correlate with job satisfaction or psychological harm. This 17% fraction (192; N = 1161, but see Appendix A.2) is proposed to be those women scoring low, not high, on the HEXACO E scale.

The impact of personality can thus perhaps provide insight into otherwise obscure patterns of participant response in SH studies. This hypothesis has the unique merit of being testable. The small populational fractions involved would require a study of at least 1000 randomly chosen participants to attain statistical significance. The logic of a connection between extremes of sensitivity to SH, HEXACO Emotionality, and possible genetic correlates recommends an explanation in evolutionary psychology.

2.6.2. The Evolutionary Psychology of SH

Psychological data make clear that individuals with personalities scoring high in the Likelihood to Sexually Harass (LSH) scale are prone to perpetrate sexual harassment [73–75]. Those who score high in the LSH score consistently score low in HEXACO Honesty–Humility and Agreeableness, which grounds the LSH in attributes of personality [76–78]. This HEXACO connection and its genetic correlates imply an explanation for the harassment personality and for SH itself in evolutionary psychology [38,64–67,79,80].

The high LSH group is a minority fraction of the general population, consisting of about 10% of males and 3% of females [81]. Personality metrics thus predict that most sex-based abuse is likely to be at the hands of a high-LSH sub-population of serial abusers.

In support of this notion, even the earliest studies of sex-related abuse recognized serial harassers. For example, Till noted, “the almost universal tendency (95%) to describe the initiator of the harassment as a person with a history and continuing practice of similar incidents” and that, “most (74%) reported incidents in which a single person was responsible for initiating multiple incidents of harassment” [59]. Subsequent studies provided copious evidence for a significant population of serial harassers [82–86]. Given the existence of a small high-LSH sub-group, the overwhelming population of males (~90%) and a larger majority of females (~97%) are not prone to committing sex-targeted abuse.

Personality and the LSH scale, and their derived insights, should be at the center of any sociological appraisal of SH incidence but are nowhere to be found within the SEQ literature or the NAS Report. The NAS Report itself cited at least two studies of sexual harassment built upon the LSH scale [87,88]. However, discursive inclusion of personality is absent. Evidently, the authors of the NAS Report did not see fit to recognize LSH in a study dedicated to uncovering and explaining SH.

Summary results include:

- Job satisfaction statistics of female academics contradict the notion of systemic sexual harassment in academic STEM.
- SEQ instrumentality presumes the indistinguishable female.
- SEQ methodology is subjective and lacks predictive power.
- The SEQ is ambiguous and neither measures nor diagnoses SH.
- The SEQ CLASE study cannot substantiate a culture of SH in academic STEM.
- The abuse of generalizing statistics falsely indicts an entire class.
- Evolutionary psychology provides explanatory power.

3. Discussion

3.1. Representation and Reality

Loss of job satisfaction is the central theoretical diagnostic of SH in the workplace. Were sexual harassment systemic in academic STEM departments, job satisfaction would be systemically diminished among female academics. However, female and male academics report equivalently high (>90%) rates of job satisfaction. Such equity definitively falsifies the notion of a culture of systemic sexual harassment in academic STEM departments. This good news is cause for celebration. There is no bad news.

In addition, the reliability of the Sexual Experiences Questionnaire itself has been falsified. The SEQ is methodologically subjective, equivocal in outcome, and neither reveals nor measures sexual harassment in any scientific sense. The foundational scientific problem is that the term “sexual harassment” is inferential and has no objective meaning and therefore has no deducible observables. This ambiguity is fatal. Falsification of held ideas always advances knowledge. An approach grounded in evolutionary psychology promises a deductive theory of sexual harassment. It is hoped that the present work clears a space for this project.

Emphasized again is that the history of case law leaves no doubt that sex-based harrying and verbal and physical sexual abuse remain problems in professional and social environments or that grievous personal or career outcomes may result [2–5,51]. Nothing in this critical analysis of the study methodology gainsays those facts nor should be seen to gainsay them.

Rather, the focus here is on the study of SH, not on the observables of sex-based bullying, assault, or coercion, nor their incidence, their experience, or their harmful sequela. The study-derived map of sex-based abuse is not the real-world territory. This analysis concerns the current sociological map of sexual harassment. That map has been found illusory.

In a national context, the declarations of the 2018 NAS Report ignored the overwhelming evidence of job satisfaction in academic STEM, are grounded in the SEQ, and are thus disconfirmed. The NAS Report is not a trustworthy guide to sexual harassment policy. The factually established larger context indicates that women in STEM fields are doing well, evidently do not today face obstacles of systemic sex bias, are overwhelmingly satisfied with their careers, and (Table 1) have favorable future prospects [21,89].

3.2. Qualitative Meaning and Inferential Modesty

The personal experiences relayed in the RTI study are poignant and reveal serious hurts and deep disappointments among the female academics who suffered them. Nevertheless, the first question for a methodological assessment is whether the RTI study revealed or supported a notion that academic STEM departments systemically induce sexual harassment.

The cautions of Norman Cliff are appropriate, namely that (p. 125), “Someone is likely to take action, perhaps far-reaching action, on the basis of applied research findings. Therefore, both producers of such research and audiences or consumers of it need to be particularly concerned that the conclusions reached are valid ones” [90]. Cliff’s advice for modesty in conclusion applies distinctly to the RTI study, which revealed nothing systemic but was suggested to imply a culture of abuse. It should not need a reminder that indictment of an entire class must not follow from the offenses of individuals.
3.3. The SEQ and Its Sociology

The present study has falsified the Sexual Experiences Questionnaire (SEQ) as a sociological method for objective study of SH. Sections 3.3.1–3.3.3 below discuss specific elements of failure. Prior comprehensive critiques of the SEQ had already called its construct validity into mortal question [1,51]. Barbara Gutek concluded in 2007 that, “Actually, “the SEQ” does not seem to exist. The many different SEQs together show inconsistencies in wording, time frame, and the like. . . . The various versions also have weak psychometric properties; . . . It is not clear what or whose definition of sexual harassment the SEQ assesses. . . . In fact, the current state of the research on the SEQ does not allow one to draw any conclusions about whether any particular sample has yielded a particularly high or low rate of sexual harassment” [51]. However, workers in the field have utterly ignored these criticisms. Rather than engaging Gutek’s critical analysis, academic sexual harassment researchers have greeted it with professional silence and neglect. The NAS Report, which itself critically relied upon the SEQ, provided no hint that the SEQ had ever been invalidated. These are remarkable professional failures.

3.3.1. An Inadequacy of Study: Causality

Correlations between the SEQ and candidate variables do not solve the problem of causality. Babyak has discussed the errors that adventitious correlations can bring to regression analyses [60]. For example, if the variables A and B are themselves correlated, correlation of SEQ scores with A will necessarily induce correlation of SEQ scores with variable B, a correlation that may be spurious [91]. The variables used for discriminant analysis were reported to be significantly intercorrelated [12,16]. The possibility that these variables produced spurious correlations with SEQ responses is therefore possible. However, no corrections for statistical independence were made. One may also ask whether trivially irrelevant variables may also correlate with SEQ scores, such as, e.g., a five-point Likert ranking of window-shade preferences. No null-significance correlation tests were reported.

More deeply, the discriminant analysis employed to imply causality is instead silent on causality [47,91,92]. This incapacity is central but has been ignored. Freedman’s cautions about finding correlation and assuming causality are very relevant here: “regression [cannot] carry much of the burden in a causal argument. Nor do regression equations, by themselves, give much help in controlling for confounding variables. . . . Indeed, causal arguments based on significance tests and regression are almost necessarily circular. To derive a regression model, we need an elaborate theory that specifies the variables in the system, [and] their causal interconnections . . . However, the model cannot in general be regarded as given [i.e., predictive], because current social science theory does not provide the requisite level of technical detail for deriving specifications. . . . Correlation is not the same as causation; statistical technique, alone, does not make the connection. The familiarity of this point should not be allowed to obscure its force” [47]. Freedman’s point is identical to the need for a monosemous theory of SH able to deductively predict observables (cf. Figure 8, ff). A prescriptive conclusion requires causality, which SEQ studies have not established. In that event, a conclusion must be both modest and overtly provisional.

A further caution resides in the decision of Magley and associates to reorganize the identical data sets of Schneider et al., 1997 [12]. The group model of Schneider and associates correctly reclassified about 50% of the respondents, relative to about 31% by chance [12]. Magley and associates did not report a reclassification test disallowing comparison. However, Munson et al. employed the model of Magley et al., which successfully reclassified about 35% of respondents, evidently scarcely above chance. The modestly successful symmetric model of Schneider and associates more effectively classified SEQ outcomes even though the revised model of Magley and associates more effectively differentiated group centroids. In revising their model post-analysis, Magley and associates engaged the ex post facto fallacy that Cliff searchingly discussed: “The investigator has a moderately well-defined model [which, however,] is rejected by the data. [T]he natural response is to look around [to find] some . . . new model which does “fit,” . . . The scientific-statistical problem is that the investigator has looked at the data and from them made some estimates of the parameters using the
same data. The relevant probability distributions no longer apply, and, thus, the goodness-of-fit value is meaningless, or very nearly so” [90].

Data snooping is when, “a given set of data is used more than once for purposes of inference or model selection. When such data reuse occurs, . . . any satisfactory results obtained may simply be due to chance rather than [to merit] . . . ” [93]. Following Cliff (cf. above), data snooping is a recognized problem in sociology [94,95]. In this case, the statistically reasonable model employed by Schneider et al., 1997 [12], did not organize the SEQ outcomes in a manner consistent with expectations. The subsequent ex post facto adjustments of Magley and associates improved the consistency but vitiated the validity. The same criticism can be levied upon the later dimensional adjustment made to bring the SEQ into better conformance with data (cf. Section 2.4.7).

In all three SEQ studies considered here, variables were chosen on the grounds of subjective anticipation that sexual harassment is defined by certain outcomes. Assigning causality to named outcomes engages the nominalistic fallacy as discussed by Cliff: “If we name something, this does not mean we understand it. Suppose we posit a theoretical variable, invent a manifest variable which we think would be related to it, give it the same name and then correlate that variable with some others. The resulting correlations—or absence of them—of the manifest variable cannot be treated as if they corresponded directly to relations of the theoretical one. . . . The fallaciousness remains, no matter how sophisticated the computer program which takes part in the analysis” [90]. This fallacy distinctly applies to the history of the SEQ.

Naming the observable of interest does not justifying deciding that construed survey facets measure the named observable. Nevertheless, the earliest publications announcing the SEQ immediately described it as a measure of sexual harassment. This was despite the fact that sexual harassment itself had no consistent definition much less having been scientifically characterized [22,96]. For example, Arvey and Cavanaugh noted that, “Central to these [workplace] issues is how precisely to define sexual harassment, how to measure it, and how to establish its prevalence” [57]. That is, sexual harassment remained undefined 10 years after the SEQ was published as a measure of sexual harassment.

Thus, SEQ facets were assigned to sexual harassment and since then have been used to diagnose sexual harassment. The nominalistic circularity is apparent: SH is assigned to SEQ behaviors, and then SEQ behaviors are taken to indicate SH.

All three SEQ studies assessed here also manifest the post hoc ergo propter hoc fallacy likewise discussed extensively in Cliff, 1983. In this fallacy, antecedent events are assigned as causal to outcomes of interest but without objective justification. In Schneider et al., 1997 [12], Magley et al., 1999 [16], and Munson et al., 2001 [17], the psychological and work satisfaction variables were measured after occurrence of the SEQ behaviors, following which the SEQ behaviors were assigned by simple inference as causal to the variables. Assigned causality seems universal in SH studies.

3.3.2. An Inadequacy of Study: Summary Diagnosis

Sections 2.4.7, 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 describe the absence of factor orthogonality and the resulting ambiguity of meaning. The neglect of statistical independence and the lack of consistent outcomes compromise SEQ survey results. SEQ studies themselves suffer from methodological subjectivity, presumptions of causation, and opacity of import. Taken together, all these indicate that the SEQ does not knowably measure or uncover sexual harassment. Thus, the earlier criticisms of the SEQ by Barbara Gutek and her associates are herein strongly corroborated [1,51]. Consequent to all this is falsification of the SEQ survey approach to the study of SH. Ancillary to this falsification is that the assigned significance of the CLASE study is voided and the 2018 NAS Report on sexual harassment of women in STEM is left with no core meaning.

In recent reviews, both Foote and Quick and McFadyen have described the sociological approach to sexual harassment as subjective [52,97]. Foote also observed that pre-existing psychological states make difficult the extraction of specifically sexual harassment sequelae. He further noted that seeing causality in correlation remains an unsolved problem in

In recent reviews, both Foote and Quick and McFadyen have described the sociological approach to sexual harassment as subjective [52,97]. Foote also observed that pre-existing psychological states make difficult the extraction of specifically sexual harassment sequelae. He further noted that seeing causality in correlation remains an unsolved problem in
sociological studies. On these grounds alone, the SEQ cannot be known to measure sexual harassment because there exists no objective and falsifiable theory of SH that predicts the SEQ list of experiences as observables. In that event, not only is it impossible to deduce what conclusive sexual harassment observables should look like, but it is also impossible to predict their occurrence or consequence.

All of this does not mean that sex-based harrying is not identifiable. It is located in the legal art of adjudicating emotional or physical abuse or deliberately prejudicial professional disparities. But sexual harassment is not yet identifiable in science because the sociological term “sexual harassment,” itself has no objective meaning. Within sociology, sexual harassment is a subjective narrative that cannot deduce discretely knowable measures. It is not possible to invoke presence when the means of recognition are absent.

3.3.3. An Inadequacy of Study and Its Consequences

The understanding that LSH traits are concentrated in personalities low in HEXACO Honesty–Humility and Agreeableness has been available from psychological research for nearly 20 years [77,98,99]. However, the discernment that abusers are predominantly in a personality sub-group appears to be completely unapplied in the sociological literature on SH (an exception is [100]) and likewise makes no appearance in an NAS Report typifying researcher acuity. In recent reviews of campus sexual assault, the LSH personality is unmentioned as a risk factor [101,102]. This problem will be examined in more detail in a future submission [81].

Generalizing to Defamation

The exclusive use of generalizing statistics to discuss SH fails to transmit the knowledge that propensity toward sexually directed abuse is dominated by sub-categories of personality. The question arises concerning how much serial offenders contribute to the rate of female harassment and thus to the statistics. One notes, for example, that the 10% of males with high LSH personalities could serially harass a much larger fraction of females. Reporting only incidence fractions misdiagnoses multiple offenses by one male as single offenses by multiple males.

The HEXACO personality inventory indicates most men are not inclined to offend, while some men are capable of multiple and continual offenses [98,103–107]. This critically central point is generally ignored in the published sociological literature on sexual harassment, including throughout the NAS Report. Instead, an uncritical use of generalizing statistics has grown into prevalence, which in turn has promoted a culture of group defamation and prompted the idea that the source of sexual harassment is culture rather than individuals with LSH personalities. The undifferentiated statistical presentation encourages an inference—unjustifiable in psychology—that every male, any male, is a potential harasser.

When group accusation indiscriminately generalizes the harassment impulse to entire populations, every academic female is conceived to be under constant threat because every male is a potential offender. For example, Cantalupo noted that, “the only type of campus violence that is unfortunately common enough to be characterized as “ordinary” is peer sexual assault and similar forms of campus gender-based violence” [108]. This was followed by, “[r]ape is the most common violent crime on American college campuses today. Studies estimate that 20–25% of college women are victims of forced sex during their time in college.” Similarly, from Koss and associates, repeating a statement in [109], “The ubiquity of sexual aggression and victimization supports Johnson’s (1980) observation that, “It is difficult to believe that such widespread violence is the responsibility of a small lunatic fringe of psychopathic men. That sexual violence is so pervasive is so pervasive supports the view that the locus of violence against women rests squarely in the middle of what our culture defines as ‘normal’ interaction between men and women” [110].

And finally, this: “Of course, men and masculinity have long been central to feminist theorizing about gender and sexual violence. We suggest, however, that the ways scholarship and activism have tended to address men—as those who perpetrate sexual violence against women and as those who must be taught to not rape—may elide some of
the complicated ways in which sexual violence and masculinity are intertwined.” could not be more explicit [111]. Sexual violence is stated to be rooted in masculinity per se. In 2018, the American Psychological Society itself issued a declaration that, “more than 40 years of research [showed] that traditional masculinity is psychologically harmful” [112]. From the APA discussion, the perceived problem with men seems to be that they are not women [113]. To read these statements is to be instructed that any college male might be a rapist, and every college female lives under imminent threat of rape. Use of generalizing statistics has indicted men as a group.

Those exposed are led to infer that the harasser class is omnipresent, is cynically opportunistic, and must be held in abeyance by a protective external power. Every workplace is invited thereby to become poisoned with suspicion, and an undeserved fear and caution is injected into every professional or social relationship. The approach to SH that denigrates primarily males as a class is contradicted by well-established psychological research [74,75,77] and will be the subject of a future submission [81]. One might have hoped that psycho-social scientists would have consciously avoided falling into the error of constructing an out-group prejudice [114].

Misreading about Rape

Ubiquity of campus rape is another canon rooted in generalizing statistics. Aya Gruber noted that, “the “one-in-four” claim is not just a rallying cry of feminist advocates” but “is the “truth” that underlies” the growth of extreme disciplinary policies and the erosion of free speech in higher education [115]. However, although the belief is very widespread, the notion that college females are profoundly in danger of rape is very narrowly grounded. The 20–25% fraction is many times repeated across time and publications [108,116,117], but the repetitions are not independent estimates. For example, the 20–25% victimization fraction did not originate in [108] but was there cited to a book by Bohmer and Parrot on campus sexual assault [117]. Bohmer and Parrot in turn referenced the 25% fraction to a statement in Koss et al., 1985 [118]. Section S6.2.5 in the Supplementary Material traces all the reports of a 20–25% rate of rape among college females back to the single source of Koss and associates [110,118]. However, Koss and associates founded the 20–25% rate on a misreading of even earlier work by Kanin and associates [119,120]. This one incorrect 1985 reading has had an extended life [121].

The results from Kanin and associates are summarized in Table 2 and represent upper limit percentages. The full analysis of Kanin and Kanin and Kirkpatrick may be found in Section S6.2.6 of the Supplementary Material.

Table 2. Percentage of rape victims and offenders reported in Kanin et al.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% Female Victims a</th>
<th>% Male Offenders b</th>
<th>Time Frame</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>Prior to college</td>
<td>[119] c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>College</td>
<td>[120] d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Fraction of females victimized. b. Fraction of males who committed rape. c. Year prior to college (N_f = 262; N_m = 742). d. College students (N_f = 291; N_m = 388).

Koss and associates reported independent survey results that 25% of college females (N = 3187) had experienced either forcible rape or rape by intoxication or by coercion but rape since age 14 rather than in college alone. For the same cohort, the analogous one-year college campus rate was 6.5% [110,118]. These latter incidents involved 3.2% of college males. College females vulnerable to campus sexual assault reported four distinguishing characteristics that accounted for most of their appearance in this group: childhood sexual abuse, liberal sexual attitudes, alcohol use, and more lifetime sexual activity [122]. The overall rate of unwanted sexual intercourse by force, drugs, or coercion was 2.1 incidents per victimized female [110]. These characteristics should distinguish those more likely to suffer violent sexual assault from the general population of college females.
Koss and associates also reported that, “Kanin (1957) found that 26% of a sample of 341 college men reported a forceful attempt to obtain sexual intercourse that caused observable distress and offense in the woman” [118]. However, this percentage again reflects a mistaken reading. The behavior of 742 males was discussed, of whom 372 had behaved offensively [119]. Of the female respondents (N = 262), 48 had suffered a total of 87 instances of offensively attempted intercourse. These 87 attempts represented 62 males, indicating \((62/742) \times 100 = 8.4\%\) attempted unwanted intercourse and an estimated 4.3% who committed rape (see Table 2 above and Section S6.2.6 and Table S2 in the Supplementary Material).

The paradigm of large fractions both of female rape victims and of male perpetrators in college campuses arose from these misreadings and has then been accepted uncritically for decades. The resulting bias has led scholarship astray and caused both unjustified alarm and unmerited aspersions. Transmitted uncritically and multiple times across nearly 30 years, the idea that college campuses are dangerous for females has become a canonized fiction.

In another misconstrual Tilley and associates reported is that “An estimated one in five female college students is sexually assaulted during college,” citing Krebs et al., 2016 [116]. However, Krebs and associates found an average 10.1% incidence rate of sexual assault (range = 4.2–20%), which was defined to include both unwanted sexual touching and rape. The average rate of campus rape across these nine colleges was 4.0 ± 2% (cf. Figure ES-2 in the work of Krebs, et al. [123]). The data of Krebs and associates permit an upper limit estimate of 3.4% of male college students as rape offenders (the full calculation is in Section S6.2.7 in the Supplementary Material).

### 3.4. The NAS Report and the EEOC Definition of Sexual Harassment

Among its legal definitions of sexual harassment, the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) includes, “verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature constitute sexual harassment when . . . such conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with an individual’s work performance or creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive working environment” (see p. 196, Note 77ff) in [124].

The authors themselves have written a NAS Report that omits or misrepresents critically central scholarship (cf. Sections 2.4.4 and 2.4.6 above and Section S6 in the Supplementary Material). They stand silent on any published study or analysis that might qualify their conclusion of generalized abuse [99,125–127]. There is no cognizance of even the possibility that a small personality sub-population may produce most sexual offenders, despite the large indicating literature [59,74,75,87,128,129].

An environment made unjustifiably hostile toward males is predicated to result from false inferences of a general male tendency to sexual harrying. Institutional application of the policies recommended within the NAS Report seem likely to foster a climate of suspicion, thereby corroding professional relations. In that event, when the consequences of its culspace report are judged in light of the above EEOC guidelines, any factually abusive or discriminatory sequelae would likely sustain a legal charge of \textit{de jure} sexual harassment against the National Academy. A similar legal vulnerability may accrue to a university or any institution that uncritically implements policies based upon the NAS Report. The NAS authors themselves also seem vulnerable to such a charge by virtue of the defamation implicit in their professionally negligent analyses.

### 3.5. Limitations of This Work

The quantitative validity of this work is vulnerable to the reliability of the national demographics of university faculty provided by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, to the job-satisfaction statistics of the National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics, and to the statistical power of the assessed SEQ survey populations. The assumption in Section 2.2.2 that male and female STEM academics react analogously to professional pressures and stresses may be falsified by personality inventory [130]. Analytical adjustment on this ground is unlikely to modify the conclusion that evidence for systemic SH is not visible in academic STEM job-satisfaction statistics, however. Larger or more populationally
representative SEQ surveys may produce alternative response means or variability widths that may modify the judgment of ambiguity. Additional SEQ surveys may also yield normalized response intensities different from those reported here; although, it is expected the various response categories will continue to display unique personality-driven dependence. Causal (not numerical) orthogonalization of the SEQ may rescue it from the falsification by statistical and phase-space analysis. However, a causally valid SH survey instrument is likely to be grounded in Evolutionary Theory and thus unlikely to resemble the present SEQ.

3.6. Future Research Directions in Evolutionary Psychology

Section 2.6.2 outlined an evolutionary hypothesis for the incidence of SH. The genetic heritability of personality is now well-established. The inventory of personality, in turn, should predict the incidence of sexual harassment. This hypothesis from evolutionary psychology provides the guidepost to future research, which will be developed more fully elsewhere.

Nevertheless, it is presently clear that an objective understanding of sex-based abuses in the workplace can greatly benefit from an inventory of personality, both of the offenders and the offended. It is anticipated that evolutionary psychology will provide the necessary objective and critically productive causal insights.

This research in turn will inform an evolutionary sociology [131–134]. The living connection of sociology to evolutionary psychology with its shared origin in evolutionary genetics is already available [135–139]. That project will gain advantage with the logically coherent and organic connection of evolutionary sociology with evolutionary biology (distinct from evolutionary determinism [140]).

This transition is expected to bring greater explanatory power and no loss of identity. Thus, biology lost no identity as a separate discipline when it was found to be coherent with physics through chemistry [133,141–143]. In this project, the notion that sub-populational cohorts are found to share psychological traits can be used for predictions of social-scale phenomena. This connection will be described in a future work [81].

In conclusion, the basal question arising herein is whether researchers wish to understand the phenomenon of sex-based abuse or merely to forward rationales that target pre-selected conclusions.
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Appendix A

Appendix A.1. On the Participant Counts in Schneider & assoc. and in Magley & assoc.

The sample participant counts are ambiguous in Schneider et al., 1997 [12], and Magley et al., 1999 [16]. From the respective descriptions, it is evident that both studies made use of identical Sample 1 and Sample 2 participant groups. From Schneider et al., 1997 [12], “Sample 1 consisted of 447 female employees, . . . ” but “91% of the selected employees participated.” This would seem to imply a participation count of 447 × 0.91 = 407 women. However, later one learns that “In Sample 1, 431 women had complete data on all scales; . . . ” obviating a 407 count and implicating 447 female participants. Thus, the initial count must have been about 447/0.91 = 491. In Magley et al., 1999 [16], the participation counts follow a similar pattern, except that “Sample 1 consisted of 459 female employees . . . ” not 447. Again, however, the statement, “Participation rate for this first sample was 91%, . . . ” seems to imply 418 participants. Alternatively, applying the logic that it was the 459 women who constituted the 91% participation rate, the originally recruited cohort should be N = (459/0.91) = 504.

In Schneider et al., 1997 [12], Sample 2, “Data were obtained from 300 female employees . . . ” and, “Overall participation rate for this sample was 76% . . . ”. Following from the logic and wording of Sample 1, the initial cohort must have been 300/0.76 = 395 women. In Magley et al., 1999 [16], “Sample 2 was drawn from female faculty and staff of a large Midwestern university. Data were obtained from 300 female employees . . . ” but, “Overall participation rate for this sample was 76%; . . . ”. Again, the 300 women must have represented the 76% participation rate, and the original pool must have been (300/0.76) = 395 as in Schneider et al., 1997 [12]. “Sample 3 consisted of 419 female employees . . . ” but, “participation rate was 82%”. Thus, the original Sample 3 count was likely 419/0.82 = 511 women.

The participant descriptions of Samples 1 and 2 of Schneider et al., 1997 [12], and of Magley et al., 1999 [16], are virtually identical. It is thus clear they were the identical cohorts of women, with an unexplained difference in initial counts (447 vs. 459). The same “Sample 1” cohort of women participants is also discussed elsewhere [12,24]. For the purposes here, the Sample 1,2 count is 447 + 300 = 747, and the Sample 1,2,3 count is 447 + 300 + 419 = 1161. Clarification may modify this sum. In Table 2 of Magley et al., 1999 [16], the discriminant count is 375 + 290 + 304 = 969.

The SEQ criterion labeling of the Schneider et al. Sample 1 was originally reported as, “40.9% of those who had endorsed at least one harassing behavior and who completed this section of the questionnaire labeled their experience as sexual harassment by answering yes to this question” [11]. However, only 138 of the 300 women (46.0%) who reported SEQ experiences also completed the criterion question. Of these 138, 40.9% labeled their experience as sexual harassment. Thus, the fraction of those with SEQ experiences who also labeled them as sexual harassment is 0.460 × 0.409 = 0.188 (=56 participants).
Appendix A.2. On the Participation Count of Magley & associates

The participant total was taken to be 1161 (cf. Appendix A.1), such that the 969 discriminant analysis participants in Table 2 of Magley et al., 1999 [16], excluded 192 women of the original cohort.
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